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1. With reference to India‟s biodiversity; the Spot bellied heron, Indian roller, Black 

Francolin and Sooty term are 

A. Marine Frogs 

B. Pastes on Sugarcane 

C. Reptiles 

D. Birds 

Ans: D 

A nematode infestation has led to mass mortality of spot-billed pelicans (Pelicanus 

philippensis) at Telineelapuram Important Bird Area (IBA) in Naupada swamp of Srikakulam 

district in Andhra Pradesh. 

Spot-billed Pelicans: 

The spot-billed pelican (Pelecanus philippensis) or Grey pelican is a member of the pelican 

family. It breeds in southern Asia from southern Iran across India east to Indonesia. 

It is a bird of large inland and coastal waters, especially large lakes. 

Indian roller: state bird of Andhra Pradesh, Odisha, Karnataka 

Range — widely across tropical Asia from Iraq eastward across the Indian Subcontinent to 

Indochina. Best known for the aerobatic displays of the male during breeding season. 

Black francolin: state bird of Haryana 

Local name — Kaala Teetar or Karo tittar. Found in scrubby habitats, with plenty of 

cultivated crops tall enough to offer shelter and open beneath to provide escape routes and 

easy travel. 

Sooty terns: state bird of Lakshadweep. 

Sooty terns breed in colonies on rocky or coral islands. It nests in a ground scrape or hole and 

lays one to three eggs. This bird is migratory and dispersive, wintering more widely through 

the tropical oceans. It has very marine habits compared to most terns. 

 

2. Which of the following statement is correct about the term the 'Matosinhos Manifesto', 

recently mentioned in the news? 

A. It aims to protect the Rights of Man. 

B. It aims to promote egalitarianism in society. 

C. It governs the safety rules at Nuclear power plants. 

D. It aims to accelerate the use of the Space in Europe. 

Ans: D 

 The European Space Agency (ESA) council has recently approved the „Matosinhos 

Manifesto‟ to accelerate the use of space in Europe.  

 The manifesto was approved at the intermediate Ministerial meeting held in Matosinhos, 

Portugal. At the meeting, a resolution was also adopted.  

 European Nations are collaborating on Space through Matosinhos Manifesto to 

accelerate the use of space in Europe to tackle the urgent and unprecedented societal, 

economic and security challenges faced by Europe and its citizens. 
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3. Which of the following countries share land boundaries with China? 

1. Mongolia 

2. Russia 

3. North Korea 

4. Bhutan 

Select the correct answer using the code given below: 

A. 1 and 2 only 

B. 1, 3 and 4 only 

C. 2, 3 and 4 only 

D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Ans: D 

 China‟s new law on land borders, passed on 23rd October 2021, came into effect on 1st 

January 2022.  

 This has happened at a time when the border standoff in eastern Ladakh remains 

unresolved when China has renamed several places in Arunachal Pradesh as part of its 

claim on the Indian state. 

 China has the largest number of neighbours (14) sharing its 22,000 km land borders, 

namely:  

 North Korea, Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam and the country is 

embroiled in territorial disputes all the countries. 

 

4. “Inequality kills” report was recently seen in the news. It is published by: 

A. International Press Institute 

B. Reporters Without Borders 

C. International Labour Organization 

D. Oxfam International 

Ans: D 

 “Inequality kills” is a report published by Oxfam International. The report proposes far 

reaching changes to structures of government, economy and policy-making to fight 

inequality. 

 The report argues for sustained and immediate action to end the pandemic, address 

global inequality, and initiate concerted measures to tackle the climate emergency. 

 According to the report, the wealth of the world‟s 10 richest men has doubled since the 

pandemic began. The incomes of 99% of humanity are worse off because of COVID-19.  

 Widening economic, gender, and racial inequalities—as well as the inequality that exists 

between countries—are tearing our world apart. 

 

5. The „Streets4People Challenge‟ and the „Nurturing Neighbourhoods Challenge‟ are the 

competition launched by the: 

A. Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs 

B. National Highways Authority of India 

C. NITI Aayog 

D. Ministry of Rural Development 

Ans: A 
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 Recently, the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) organised an online 

event wherein it announced eleven winning cities for the Streets for People Challenge 

and ten winning cities for the pilot stage of the Nurturing Neighbourhoods Challenge. 

 The „Streets4People Challenge‟ and the „Nurturing Neighbourhoods Challenge‟ are the 

competition launched by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA).  

 These Challenges aim to develop a friendly competition among Indian cities for 

pedestrians‟ friendly cities and shaping early childhood-friendly neighbourhoods in 

Indian cities, respectively. 
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